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the results of his researches on some Indian geographical
names : " Pulinda-Kulinda, Mekala-TJtkala (with the
group Udtaa-PuncJra-Munda), Kosala-Tosala, Anga-
Vanga, Kalinga-Tilinga form the links of a long
chain which extends from the eastern confines of Kashmir
up to the centre of the peninsula. The skeleton of this
ethnical system is constituted by the heights of the
central plateau; it participates in the life of all the great
rivers of India, except the Indus in the west and the
Kaveri in the south. Each of these groups form a binary
whole i each of these binary units is united with another
member of the system. In each ethnic pair the twin
bears the same name, differentiated only by the initial:
k and t; k and p ; zero and v or m or p. This process
of formation is foreign to Indo-European; it is foreign
to Dravidian; it is on the contrary characteristic of the
vast family of languages which are called Austro-Asiatic,
and which covers in India the group of the Munda
languages, often called also the Kolarian." (Prj-aryen
et pre-dravidien..., J. As., 1923, p. 80; supra, p. 95).
The difference between Anga and Vanga or Udra
and Pnndira is not at all similar to that which exists
between Pulinda and Kulinda, Kosala and Tosala.
There is no reason to suppose that there is " the same
process of formation " in all these cases. In the group
Vanga-Anga, there is, I think, the same word which
has either lost or preserved its initial and aphereses
which is a purely phonetic phenomenon does not teach
us anything certain on the origin of either Vafiga or
Anga. The same thing can be said about the group
U<Jra-Pan<Jra-Munda, if we admit that these words can
be rightly connected with each other; On the other hand
the groups Pulinda-Kulinda, K&ala-Tosala differ by the.

